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Abstract

We consider a Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in a
planar structure with uniform distribution of the sensors
and with a two-level hierarchical topology. At lower level,
the clustering architecture is adopted in which the sensed
information is transferred from nodes to a cluster head
(CH). At CH level, CHs transfer information, hop-by-hop,
towards to the sink located at the center of the sensed area.
We propose a Markovian model to evaluate the end-to-
end transfer delay. The numerical results reveal that the
traffic carried by CHs near the sink is higher than the
traffic carried by CHs located near the perimeter of the
sensed area, as it could be expected. Furthermore, for a
given radial distance between the source and the sink, the
transfer delay depends on the angular orientation between
both. This asymmetric behavior is revealed by the model.
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23.1 Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed by hun-
dreds or even thousands of small and low cost nodes or
motes, that are deployed in a wide area to be sensed. Each
node is powered with small and inexpensive batteries, and
offers several capabilities such as sensing information (tem-
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perature, humidity, speed of the wind, . . . ), data processing
(compression, aggregation, ciphering, . . . ) and transferring
the data packets towards a gateway or central node, named as
sink. To those purposes, motes are organized in a hierarchical
way, being the clustering technique the most common prac-
tical solution. By clustering, a relative few number of nodes
are grouped forming a closed set, in which one of them is
elected as the cluster head (CH) [11]. The communication
within a cluster is typically implemented using some kind
of random access protocol (RAP) such as ALOHA, CSMA,
CSMA/CD, CSMA/CA, splitting algorithm, . . . . , [9]. On the
other hand, CHs communicate between them with the idea
of sending the sensed information to the sink, typically using
a deterministic protocol such as TDMA [4]. This topology
has been recognized in the open literature as a two tier
cluster hierarchical WSN. For communication between CHs
two main approaches have been study. The first is hop-by-
hop (multi-hop routing) in which each CH forwards the
information to another CH located in a position closer to
the sink. The second approach is the direct transmission
(sensor-to-sink) by which each CH forwards the information
directly to the sink, i.e., with no intermediate nodes. In the
hop-by-hop option, the CHs near the sink process a large
traffic load, a situation that leads to a rapid depletion of the
energy of those CHs, which results in the so-called problem
of the energy hole. In direct routing, we have the opposite
effect in which the CHs away from the sink consume more
energy per bit, therefore their batteries run out faster than
the batteries of the CHs near the sink. These phenomena
have been widely discussed quite frequently in the literature
[10, 14].

This work deals with the two tier cluster hierarchical
topology in which the Framed ALOHA (F-ALOHA) proto-
col is chosen for intra cluster communication and the TDMA
multi-hop routing protocol is chosen for communications
between CHs. Our contribution lies in the formulation of the
end-to-end transfer delay of an arbitrary data packet from the
time it originates at a given mote until it reaches the sink.
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Markov chains and processes are the basic tools that support
the analysis.

The work is organized as follows: Sect. 23.2 describes the
WSN scenario. In Sect. 23.3 we deal with the communication
model where the Combi-Frame structure is introduced to-
gether with the concept of slot-reuse and routing strategy for
load balancing. Sections 23.4 and 23.5 concerns about inter
clustering and intra clustering communications, respectively.
In Sect. 23.6 we formulate the end-to-end delay analysis.
Section 23.7 provides some illustrative results. Finally, con-
clusions end the work in Sect. 23.8.

23.2 WSN Scenario

We suppose a WSN with a large number (hundreds) of sensor
nodes (motes) randomly distributed in a two-dimensional
(2D) area. This is illustrated in Fig. 23.1, where sensor nodes
or motes are depicted by small white circles.

Motes are homogeneous, with identical hardware and
software configuration. Node’s antennae are assumed to
be omni-directional and model their transmission ranges
as circles. There are no slow neither fast fading effects.
There is only a single transceiver unit per node. Hence, the
WSN operates on a single frequency. We assume that all
nodes know their real physical location in the 2D area by
applying some known localization technique (for instance,
see [3, 7, 8]).

Cluster member
Cluster head

sink

Fig. 23.1 Wireless sensor network scenario

23.2.1 Cells, Motes and Cell Head Selection

We divide the monitored 2D area into cells with hexagonal
perimeter. Each hexagon has the same size, defined by radius
R (in meters) as it is shown in Fig. 23.1. All the motes that
are located within a given hexagon will form a cluster. The
number of motes within a cluster is a random variable and
its distribution is dependent of the statistical distribution of
the motes in the monitored 2D area (Poisson, uniform, · · · ).
Since the details about those distributions are out of the
scope of this contribution, here we only assume that MC ,
a constant value, is the number of members that belongs
to any cluster. For each cluster, a single node among all
MC members, called cell head node (CH), will act as the
receiver of the information sensed by the other members of
the cluster, perhaps also including the information sensed by
the CH itself. We indicate that the number of techniques
to elect one mote as CH of the group is rather large [5];
but due to space limitations they will not be discussed in
this document. Hence, for simplicity in our studies we will
assume that the CH is approximately located at the center of
the hexagon.

To identify each hexagon or its own CH, we use hexag-
onal coordinates, 〈x, y〉h = 〈xh, yh〉. Also, for conve-
nience, we introduce coordinates in polar-like (or ring) form
〈r,m〉p = 〈rp,mp〉; which we call polar coordinates. Both
are illustrated in Fig. 23.2 where the sink is located at the
center of the sensed area, i.e. xh = yh = rp = mp = 0.
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Fig. 23.2 Configuration with flat topped hexagons. Hexagonal coordi-
nates 〈x, y〉h, polar coordinates 〈r,m〉p , axes Ak and sectors Sk
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Table 23.1 Definition of axes Ak and sectors Sk , 0 ≤ k ≤ 5

Axes Sectors

Axis Condition Sector Condition

A0 0 = yh < xh S0 0 < yh < xh

A1 0 < yh = xh S1 0 < xh < yh

A2 0 = xh < yh S2 xh < 0 < yh

A3 xh < yh = 0 S3 xh < yh < 0

A4 xh = yh < 0 S4 yh < xh < 0

A5 yh < xh = 0 S5 yh < 0 < xh

Finally, we divide the hexagonal grid into twelve disjoint
zones: six sectors and six axes. Each sector is located
between two axes. Sectors and axes are defined according
to Table 23.1.

23.3 Communication

For the communication process we distinguish between
intra-cell or intra-cluster communication and inter-cell or
inter-cluster communication. The first one refers to the
direct, i.e., single-hop communication between motes and
its CH and viceversa. It deals with local traffic generated by
motes, therefore low traffic load is expected and a RAP
seems appropriate, [4]. On the other hand, inter-cluster
communications refers to the communication between the
CHs that direct the flow of information towards the sink,
in our case in a multi-hop way from ring rp to ring rp − 1
involving only one CH per ring. So, the closer a CH of
the sink is, the more traffic it will carry and, therefore, a
deterministic protocol like TDMA seems more appropriate
in this situation [4].

The communication range, RC , of intra-cell communi-
cation is approximately the radius of the hexagon, R. And
the communication range, RT , of inter-cell communication

RT becomes RC < RT since the distance between two
neighbouring CHs is

√
3R < RT .

23.3.1 Frame Structure

For both communication protocols, we recall the reuse con-
cept that is implemented in cellular networks (see, e.g., [6]).
Two motes, or two CHs that are far apart each other can
transmit at the same time and using the same frequency
if the potential co-channel interference is below a given
threshold. As a brief-short refreshment of the reuse concept
introduced in [6], we recall that given two positive integer
shift parameters i and j ≤ i the number of cells operating at
different frequency, is given by N = i2 + ij + j2. Therefore,
since RC < RT , two different reuse factors are assumed,
(ix, jx) (x = Intra, x = Inter), so different number
of time slots per frame allocated for the intra clustering
communication, NIntra , and for the inter CH’s commu-
nication NInter . Obviously, it is expected that NIntra <

NInter and the quantification of both mainly depends on the
radio co-channel interference; task that we leave for later
studies.

Figure 23.3 shows the proposed Combi-Frame. It starts
with a short synchronization phase of fixed lengths TSyn.
The contention sub-frame for intra-cluster communication
follows. It is composed of Nintra contention slots, each of
duration TIntra , so the duration of the containment subframe
is TCONT = Nintra ·TIntra . We specify that each cluster uses
exactly one contention slot per contention sub-frame for intra
clustering communication. The value of TIntra depends of
the RAP that is implemented. In our work we adopt the F-S-
ALOHA protocol [12], with NIntra mini-slots per contention
slot, each one with duration equal to TmsC followed by a time
interval TACK−C for ACKs; then, TIntra = NIntra · TmsC +
TACK−C .

Fig. 23.3 Combi-frame
structure

1 2 Nintra 1 2 Ninter

1 2 NmsC 1 2 NmsT

Synchronization
ACK-C ACK-T

TmsC TmsT

Combi-Frame

TDMA sub-frameContention sub-frame
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The assumption of low-traffic does not hold for inter-
cell traffic, in particular for CHs close to the sink. Hence,
the remainder of the Combi-Frame comprises a TDMA sub-
frame which is used by the CHs to forward traffic to the
sink by using the TDMA protocol. NInter slots conform the
TDMA sub-frame and each slot consists of NmsT mini-slots.
A single data packet can be transmitted in a single mini-
slot. We specify that each CH gets exactly one transmission
slot, therefore NmsT mini-slots per TDMA sub-frame, hence
NmsT is the maximum number of data packet per TDMA
sub-frame that a CH can transmit. Then, the duration of
the TDMA sub-frame is TT DMA = Ninter · TInter where
TInter = NmsT · TmsT + TACK−T is the duration of the slot
and TmsT the duration of the mini-slot. TACK−T is for ACKs.
Therefore, the duration of the Combi-Frame is,

TCF = TSyn + TCONT + TT DMA =
= TSyn + NIntra · TIntra + NInter · TInter =
≈ NIntra(NmsC · TmsC) + NInter (NmsT · TmsT ) =
= NmsCF · Tms.

(23.1)

where the approach in Eq. (23.1) comes from the assump-
tions TSyn ≈ TACK−C ≈ TACK−T ≈ 0. For the last equality
we set Tms = TmsC = TmsT , i.e. Tms is the transmission time
for a data packet (time propagation is considered negligible)
and NmsCF = NIntra ·NmsC+NInter ·NmsT . This assumption
involves the choice of the F-S-ALOHA protocol for intra -
cluster communication [12]. By choosing the pairs (ix, jx)

(x = Intra, Inter), we can select cluster sizes Nx and
consequently the length of the Combi-Frame (23.1). This
allows us to balance the trade-off between interference and
network throughput. For example, a high Ninter increases
the geographical distance between CHs that use the same
transmission slot which implies a longer TDMA sub-frame,
but each CH experiences a longer interval between two con-
secutive transmission slots, and consequently longer delay.
The same argument applies for Nintra .

23.3.2 Slot Assignment for Intra-Cell and
Inter-Cell Communications

Each CH and its members must be aware which sub-frame,
Contention or TDMA is really in progress. We identify the
first (second) case as mode CONT (mode T DMA). Fur-
thermore, all nodes must been able to identify the time slot
it is currently running for reception, transmission, sleeping
or contention, respectively denoted as mode R, mode T ,
mode S and mode C. For example, all nodes must be in
mode R during synchronization phase to receive external
synchronization signals. Also, any node in mode C will
transmit data packet, if any, to its CH according to the
implemented RAP, F-S-ALOHA in our illustration.

Table 23.2 Cluster size Nx = i2
x + ixjx + j2

x , (x = Nintra, Ninter )
and slot assignment for transmission from any CH 〈x, y〉h
ix jx Nx T (xh, yh)

1 1 3 (xh + yh) mod 3

2 0 4 2xh mod 4 + yh mod 2

2 1 7 [2xh + yh] mod 7

2 2 12 [2xh + 2yh + xh mod 2] mod 12

3 0 9 3xh mod 9 + yh mod 3

3 1 13 [3xh + yh] mod 13

3 2 19 [3xh + 2yh] mod 19

3 3 27 [3xh + 3yh + xh mod 3] mod 27

4 0 16 4xh mod 16 + yh mod 4

4 1 21 [4xh + yh] mod 21

4 2 28 [4xh + 2yh + xh mod 2] mod 28

4 3 37 [4xh + 3yh] mod 37

4 4 48 [4xh + 4yh + xh mod 4] mod 48

5 0 25 5xh mod 25 + yh mod 5

5 1 31 [5xh + yh] mod 31

5 2 39 [5xh + 2yh] mod 39

5 3 49 [5xh + 3yh] mod 49

5 4 61 [5xh + 4yh] mod 61

5 5 75 [5xh + 5yh + xh mod 5] mod 75
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

Based on its cell coordinates 〈x, y〉h and the cluster size
Nz (z = Intra, Inter), each node is able to unambiguously
derive the time slot T (xh, yh) it may use in the mode CONT
or in the mode T DMA, see Table 23.2.1 Then, for a tagged
slot of the TDMA sub-frame, all nodes are in mode T DMA
and all CHs assigned to that slot, will be in one of the three
modes, T , R or S while all non-head nodes switch to mode
S . In mode T , a CH located at ring rp can transmit data
packets to some other CHs located in the inner neighbor ring
rp−1 while in mode R, the same CH can receive data packets
from some other CHs located in the outer neighbor ring rp+1
(this is part of the routing algorithm that is described in the
next section). And viceversa, in the TDMA sub-frame, a CH
cannot receive packets from other nodes while it is in mode T
neither transmit packets to other nodes while it is in mode R.

For a tagged slot of the Contention sub-frame, all nodes
are in mode CONT . Then, in a cluster assigned to that slot,
all nodes except the CH will be in mode T if they have
sensed data to deliver or in mode S otherwise, while the
CH will be in mode R to receive data from its cell members
(or motes). Cell members will send sensed information to its
own CH according to the implemented RAP, F-S-ALOHA in
our case. During the other time slots of the Contention sub-
frame, all nodes of that cluster, including the CH, will remain
in mode S . As for CH, when we consider the mode T in
the Contention sub-frame, we will use the mode C notation

1Obtained intuitively, with trial and error method.
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Fig. 23.4 Routing probabilities
for load balancing from ring 5 to
ring 2 in sector S1
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instead; just to avoid possible confusion with the mode T in
the TDMA sub-frame.

Finally, during the ACK period, a given tagged CH is in
mode T and transmits ACKs of the received data packets,
ACK-Cs to motes or ACK-Ts to CH neighbors to ours (see
the routing algorithm in the next section). In addition, we
mention that any mote, including the CHs, could collect data
from its own sensor panel at any time, regardless of which
sub-frame is actually in progress and regardless of the mode,
R, T , S or C functioning.

23.3.3 Inter-Cell Routing and Load Balancing

Here we adopt the inter-cell routing protocol between CHs
presented in [2]. CHs at ring rp deliver the information to
the nearest CH(s) at ring rp − 1. More specifically, a CH
located on one of the axes A0 to A5 and ring rp transfer
the information to the CH located in the same axes but at
ring rp − 1, for example 〈3, 3〉h → 〈2, 2〉h. And non-axis
CH can transfer the information to two inner-ring neighbors,
for example 〈2, 3〉h → 〈2, 2〉h or 〈2, 3〉h →〈1, 2〉h where
the probability of the first case versus the second one can
be chosen following the load balancing principle between
CHs of the same ring. Figure 23.4 shows an extract of the
set A1 ∪ S1 ∪ A2 for rings 2 ≤ rp ≤ 5 and the generalization
to arbitrary rings and sectors can be found in Table II of [2].

23.4 The Intra-Cluster Communication

23.4.1 Traffic Model: The Contention Process

For the contention process in the Contention sub-frame,
here we borrow the proposal presented in [1]. Each non

CHs (mote) is equipped with a unit-size buffer and with
probability pact generates at most one data packet each
Tms (Bernoulli process). MC motes try to gain the ac-
cess towards its CH using the F-S-ALOHA protocol. Then,
for our Combi-Frame scenario we have derived the corre-
sponding output of the contention process at each CH, i.e.
the probability generating function (PGF) in the transform
domain,

L(z) =
NmsC∑

k=0

lkz
k

where lk is the probability in steady state that at the end of
a contention slot, k data packets win the contention process
and successfully reach your CH (obviously L

′
(z = 1) =

L
′
(1) < NmsC). Due to the lack of space we omit the details

which can be found in [1].

23.5 The Inter-Cluster Communication

23.5.1 The Traffic Load and the Stability
Conditions

For analytical tractability we assume that buffer capacity
or queue size in each CH is infinite. Let us consider
a total number of rmax rings. Data packets will flow
downstream from external rings towards to the sink. It is
quite straightforward to see that for any given CH located
at ring k and due to the principle of load balancing, the
normalized average number of data packets transmitted
per TDMA slot in the TDMA sub-frame, ρk , is given
by,
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Table 23.3 Traffic load carried per CH in a lossless model depending
on the number of rings rmax present in addition to ring 0 (sink)

rmax

Ring (# of nodes)

0 (1) 1 (6) 2 (12) 3 (18) 4 (24) 5 (30) 6 (36)

1 6+1 1

2 18+1 3 1

3 36+1 6 5/2 1

4 60+1 10 9/2
7/3 1

5 90+1 15 14/2
12/3

9/4 1

6 126+1 21 20/2
18/3

15/4
11/5 1

ρk =
[
C

rmax+1
2 − Ck+1

2

k
+1

]
L′(1)

NmsT

1 ≤ k ≤ rmax (23.2)

In Eq. (23.2), Cm
n is the standard combinatorial number m

over n. Clearly we have 1 > ρ1 > ρ2 > . . . > ρrmax =
L′(1)/NmsT where the first inequality gives the stability
condition of the WSN. That is,

ρ1 = C
rmax+1
2

L′(1)

NmsT

< 1. (23.3)

Notice that, in Eq. (23.2) the first term in brackets reflects
the exogenous traffic offered to a CH from external rings
while the second one, the term “1”, takes into account the
local traffic. Then, the two terms within brackets is the total
traffic offered to a CH located at ring k. Table 23.3 shows
those values for several sizes of the WSN.

23.5.2 The EmbeddedMarkov Chain

For a given CH we observe its Combi-Frame at the beginning
of a T -slot. Let F(z) = ∑∞

i=0 fiz
i be the PGF of the number

of packets that arrive to the tagged CH during a Combi-
Frame. F(z) is composed by the local traffic, L(z) and the
exogenous traffic that comes from some outer neighbor rings.
The instants at which the T -slots begins define an embedded
Markov with steady state probabilities given by the following
PGF,

πT (z) =

∞∑

k=0

πT,kz
k =

NmsT −1∑

i=0

(zNmsT − zi)πT,i

zNmsT − F(z)
F (z),

(23.4)

The details of how to obtain the set of probabilities
πT,0, πT,1, πT,2, . . . πT ,NmsT −1 can be found in [2].

23.5.3 On the Input Process in the
Inter-Cluster Communication

In order to quantify F(z), first, notice that Contention slots
and the TDMA slots in a Combi-Frame are sorted differently,
depending of the CH under study. For rmax = 4, NIntra = 3
and NInter = 7, column -CONT -T DMA- in Table 23.4
shows the frame structure of each CH located in the 60
degree area A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1. However, for analysis purposes,
we assume that all frames start with a transmission slot T ;
see the column of the right hand side in Table 23.4. The
corresponding shift in time between frames is taken into ac-
count later on, when considering the transfer delay from the
original CH until the sink. Then, assuming independence of
the arrival process between disjoint time slots, and denoting
by Ai(z) as the PGF of the number of arrivals during the time
slot i, i = 0, 1, . . . , NsCF − 1; (NsCF = NInter + NIntra)
we can write:

F(z) =
NsCF −1∏

i=0

Ai(z), with

Ai(z) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

L(z) if i ∈ C (Contention)
R〈x,y〉(z) if i ∈ R slot
1 otherwise

(23.5)

From Eq. (23.5) time slot 0 is only for transmission, mode
T , so A0(z) = 1. While the CH is in mode S no transmission
neither reception happens. During the mode T data packets
are served into consecutive mini-slots of a TDMA slot and

Table 23.4 Frame structure for nodes in A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1

Ring CH
Frame structure :
-CONT -T DMA-

Frame structure :
With T as starting point

4 〈4, 4〉 -SSC-SSSSST S- T S-SSC-SSSSS
〈4, 3〉 -SCS-SSST SSS- T SSS-SCS-SSS
〈4, 2〉 -CSS-ST SSSSS- T SSSSS-CSS-S
〈4, 1〉 -SSC-SSSSSST - T -SSC-SSSSSS
〈4, 0〉 -SCS-SSSST SS- T SS-SSC-SSSS

3 〈3, 3〉 -CSS-SST RRRS- T RRRS-CSS-SS
〈3, 2〉 -SSC-T RSRSSS- T RSRSSS-SSC-

〈3, 1〉 -SCS-SRSSST R- T R-SCS-SRSSS
〈3, 0〉 -CSS-SRST RSR- T RSR-CSS-SSS

2 〈2, 2〉 -SCS-RRRSSST - T -SCS-RRRSSS
〈2, 1〉 -CSS-RSSST RS- T -SCS-RRRSSS
〈2, 0〉 -SSC-RST RSRS- T RSRS-SSC-RS

1 〈1, 1〉 -SSC-SSST RRR- T RRR-SSC-SSS
〈1, 0〉 -SCS-ST RSRSR- T RSRSR-SCS-S

(NIntra, NInter ) = (3, 7) and Ring ≤ 4
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are delivered to one or two CHs inner-ring neighbor. The
reception of data packets occurs in two ways. The first one,
represented by L(z), refers to the local traffic and it is
denoted by mode C. The second way is labeled as R〈x,y〉
(mode R), deals with traffic coming from a CH 〈x, y〉 located
in the neighboring outer ring.

Then, denoting by D〈x,y〉(z) (departure) the PDF of the
output process at CH 〈x, y〉 and according to Eq. (23.5) and
to Table 23.4 we have, for instance, for CH 〈3, 3〉 with pattern
T RRRS-CSS-SS , and

A1(z) = R〈4,3〉(z) = D〈4,3〉(p〈4,3〉−〈3,3〉z + 1 − p〈4,3〉−〈3,3〉)
A2(z) = R〈3,4〉(z) = D〈3,4〉(p〈3,4〉−〈3,3〉z + 1 − p〈3,4〉−〈3,3〉)
A3(z) = R〈4,4〉(z) = D〈4,4〉(z)
A5(z) = L(z)

Ai(z) = 1 elsewhere.

The previous expression implies that the routing decision
is taken packet by packet. Alternatively, we could decide slot
by slot, which means that D〈x,y〉(pz+1−p) must be replaced
by pD〈x,y〉(z) + 1 − p. This second option seems more
appropriated from the point of view of energy efficiency,
since after detecting an empty mini-slot the CH can enter the
mode S , remaining in this state at least until the end of the
current time slot.

23.5.4 On the Output Process in the
Inter-Cluster Communication

From Eq. (23.4), for each CH the corresponding PGF of
number of customers served during one transmission slot
(TDMA sub-frame), D(z), can be expressed as,

D(z) =
NmsT∑

i=0

diz
i = zNmsT −

NmsT −1∑

i=0

πT,i

(
zNmsT − zi

)

Clearly,

D′(1) = NmsT −
NmsT −1∑

i=0

πT,i

(
NmsT − i

) = F ′(1) (23.6)

In Eq. (23.6) the last equality comes from the fact that in
equilibrium the service rate per Combi-Frame equals to the
arrival rate per Combi-Frame. And the average number of
packets found at the beginning of a transmission slot T can
be written as, after some simple algebra,

π ′
T (1) = F ′(1) + F ′′(1) − D′′(1)

2[NmsT − F ′(1)] (23.7)

23.6 End-to-End Delay Analysis

Here we derive the end-to-end delay of any tagged data
packet generated in a given mote until it reach the sink. The
derivations are supported by the previous queue model.

23.6.1 Sojourn Times in a CH

For each CH under study, let us denote by bi the mean
number of data packets at the beginning of the time slot i

(i = 0, 1, . . . , NsCF − 1). bi can be expressed as,

bi =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

π ′
T (1), for i = 0

π ′
T (1) − D′(1), for i = 1

b1 +
i−1∑

j=1

A′
j (1), for i = 2, . . . , NsCF

We identify Zi = NmsC if i ∈ intra time slot and Zi =
NmsT if i ∈ inter time slot, and we approximate the mean
number of data packets in the system as,

Np =

NsCF −1∑

i=0

Zibi

NmsCF

Therefore, for an arbitrary data packet in a given CH under
study, the mean dwell time (waiting + service), expressed
in Combi-Frames (in frames, for short) can be estimated as
(Little formula),

W(st, CF) = Np

D′(1)
= Np

F ′(1)
(23.8)

where the last equality in Eq. (23.8) is obtained using
Eq. (23.7). Obviously, expressing Eq. (23.8) in minislots we
have:

W(st, ms) = W(st, CF)NmsCF (23.9)

23.6.2 Local and Exogenous Traffic

Let rL (rE) be the fraction of local (exogenous) traffic carried
by a given CH. rL is given by,

rL = L′(1)

L′(1) +
∑

i∈T DMA

A′
i (1)

= L′(1)

F ′(1)
= 1 − rE. (23.10)
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Then, having in mind Eqs. (23.10), (23.9) can be split into
three terms as follows,

W(st, ms) = rLCT +
∑

i∈T DMA

A′
i (1)

F ′(1)
RiT + W

r
. (23.11)

The interpretation of Eq. (23.11) is as follows. The first
terms concerns about the local traffic; CT is the distance in
number of mini–slots between the end of the successful slot
C for our tagged data packet and the end of the first available
transmission slot T of our CH in the TDMA sub-frame. The
second term of Eq. (23.11) deals with the exogenous traffic;
RiT is the distance in number of mini-slots between the end
of the reception slot Ri and the end of the transmission slot
T of our CH (notice that the reception slot Ri is coincident
with the transmission slot T i of some CH in the neighboring
outer ring). Finally W

r
is the residual mean sojourn time in a

given CH which is common to the local and to the exogenous
traffic streams.

Therefore, for each CH we evaluate each term in
Eq. (23.11) as follows. First, we obtain W(st, ms), Eq. (23.9);
second we obtain the fractions rL and rE , Eq. (23.10), i.e. the
first two terms of Eq. (23.11) and finally we obtain W

r
from

the previous terms by simple arithmetic. In fact for a very
low traffic load, W

r
will be practically null, so only the first

two terms of Eq. (23.11) will contribute to the mean sojourn
time.

23.6.3 Delay of a Tagged Data Packet

The mean sojourn time of a given tagged data packet is
defined as the time interval elapsed from the instant it is
generated until it is delivered to the sink. For example, let

W
L

〈3,2〉 denote the sojourn time of a data packet from the
moment it is generated by a mote in cluster 〈3, 2〉 until it
reaches the sink (L stand from local). Let us consider the
CHs that belong to the set R3 ∩ (A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1) (here
ring 3 =R3), i.e. 〈3, 0〉, 〈3, 1〉, 〈3, 2〉, 〈3, 3〉. In vector-matrix
notation, we see that,

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

W
L

〈3,3〉
W

L

〈3,2〉
W

L

〈3,1〉
W

L

〈3,0〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

AC〈3,3〉
AC〈3,2〉
AC〈3,1〉
AC〈3,0〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ +

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

CT〈3,3〉
CT〈3,2〉
CT〈3,1〉
CT〈3,0〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ +

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

RW 〈3,3〉
RW 〈3,2〉
RW 〈3,1〉
RW 〈3,0〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

(23.12)
In a compact way we write previous equation as,

WL
0,0,1(3) = AC0,0,1(3) + CT0,0,1(3) + RW0,0,1(3)

(23.13)

with the short notation, A0, S0, A1 = 0, 0, 1, and R3 = 3.

In Eq. (23.13), AC〈i,j 〉, takes into account the delay of our
packet in the contention process at CH 〈i, j 〉. CT〈i,j 〉, is the
number of mini-slots between the end of the successful slot
C (mode CONT ) and the end of the first available slot T
in the TDMA sub-frame. RW 〈i,j 〉 is the remaining sojourn
time to reaches the sink. That is, RW 〈i,j 〉 is the elapsed time
between the end of the first available transmission slot T in
CH 〈i, j 〉 until our packet reaches the sink. In vector-matrix
notation, RW 〈i,j 〉 is expressed as,

[
RW 〈3,3〉, RW 〈3,2〉, RW 〈3,1〉, RW 〈3,0〉

]′ =
[
W

r

〈3,3〉,W
r

〈3,2〉,W
r

〈3,1〉,W
r

〈3,0〉
]′

+

+PE0,0,1(3)

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

T T〈3,3〉,〈2,2〉
T T〈3,2〉,〈2,2〉
T T〈3,2〉,〈2,1〉
T T〈3,1〉,〈2,1〉
T T〈3,1〉,〈2,0〉
T T〈3,0〉,〈2,0〉

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ P 0,0,1(3)

⎡

⎣
RW 〈2,2〉
RW 〈2,1〉
RW 〈2,0〉

⎤

⎦

and writing previous expression in a compact way,

RW0,0,1(3) = Wr
0,0,1(3)+

+PE0,0,1(3)TT0,0,1(3) + P 0,0,1(3)RW0,0,1(2)
(23.14)

In Eq. (23.14), PE0,0,1(3) (stands from matrix P Ex-
tended) takes into account the routing probabilities between
two neighboring sets of CH, in our example R3 ∩ (A0 ∪ S0 ∪
A1) → R2 ∩ (A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1). They are obtained from the
principle of load balancing, see Fig. 23.4,

PEA0,S0,A1(R3) = PE0,0,1(3) =⎡

⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 p〈3,2〉,〈2,2〉 p〈3,2〉,〈2,1〉 0 0 0
0 0 0 p〈3,1〉,〈2,1〉 p〈3,1〉,〈2,0〉 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

T T〈i,j 〉,〈k,l〉 is the number of mini-slots between the trans-
mission slot T of CH 〈i, j 〉 and the transmission slot T of
CH 〈k, l〉. Finally,

P 0,0,1(3) = PE0,0,1(3)

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

As a resume, we evaluate WL
0,0,1(k), the end-to-end

transfer delay for each data packet generated at ring
k = 1, 2, . . . , rmax as,
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WL
0,0,1(k) = AC0,0,1(k) + CT0,0,1(k) + RW0,0,1(k)

(23.15)
with,

RW0,0,1(k) = Wr
0,0,1(k)+

+PE0,0,1(k)TT0,0,1(k) + P 0,0,1(k)RW0,0,1(k − 1)

1 < k ≤ rmax

RW0,0,1(1) = Wr
0,0,1(1) + PE0,0,1(1)TT0,0,1(1)

(23.16)

Then, the procedure is as follows. First, the local traffic
at each cluster; we obtain the output and the delay of the
contention process, L(z) and as AC(z), with mean values
L

′
(1) = L and AC

′
(1) = AC. Second, the ergodicity

conditions given in Eq. (23.3) must be satisfied. Otherwise,
the offered local traffic must be reduced until the ergodicity
condition is met. Third, for each CHs of every ring we
obtain the sojourn time, Eqs. (23.8) and (23.9); first for all
the CH located in the outermost ring, second for all the CH
located in the inner ring next to the previous one, and so
on, until reaching the first neighbor ring of the sink. Fourth,
from Eq. (23.11) we obtain W

r

〈x,y〉 for all CHs of every ring.
Finally we evaluate the end-to-end delay using Eqs. (23.15)
and (23.16).

23.7 Investigation of 4-RingWSN

For illustration purposes we consider a 4-ring WSN, rmax =
4. The number of motes per cluster is MC = 8 and each
mote generates one data packet per mini-slot with probability
pact = 0.001. For the contention process we adopt the
formulation given in [1], with permission probability 0.75.
From the traffic load balance principle, see Fig. 23.4, the
traffic carried by each CH (normalized to 1) is shown in
Table 23.5, see Eq. (23.2).

We have computed W
L

〈x,y〉, Eq. (23.12), for all CHs. We do

not show the access delay, AC〈x,y〉 since it is common for all
CHs; instead we focus on CT〈x,y〉 and RW 〈x,y〉. Figure 23.5
is for extremely low traffic, ρi ≈ 0; for instance, for CH
〈3, 0〉h we have CT〈3,0〉h = 26 and RW 〈3,0〉h = 117. When
the offered traffic is as Table 23.5 shows, see Fig. 23.6,
clearly CT〈3,0〉h does not change but RW 〈3,0〉h increase to
RW 〈3,0〉h = 134, 58.

In a comparative analysis we focus on three consecutive
CHs on the A1 axis, CH 〈1, 1〉h, CH 〈2, 2〉h and CH 〈3, 3〉h.
The differences between the values of RW 〈x,y〉h in Figs. 23.6

Table 23.5 Parameters, (NmsC,Nintra, NmsT ,Ninter ) = (x,w, y, z);
rmax = 4

(x,w, y, z) NmsCF pact ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4

(5, 3, 4, 7) 43 0.001 0.827 0.372 0.193 0.083
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Fig. 23.5 CT〈x,y〉h + RW 〈x,y〉h , in mini-slots, with (NmsC,Nintra)

=(5, 3), (NmsT ,Ninter )=(4, 7) and very low data traffic pact ≈ 0
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Fig. 23.6 CT〈x,y〉h + RW 〈x,y〉h , in mini-slots, with (NmsC,Nintra)

=(5, 3), (NmsT ,Ninter )=(4, 7) with pact = 0.001

and 23.5 are, respectively 29, 16; 30, 31 and 30, 37 mini-
slots, i.e very similar. This fact manifests the bottleneck
effect equivalent to the energy hole problem mentioned in
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the introduction; that is, the delay is mostly concentrated in
the CHs near the sink, as expected.

In addition, there are two important aspects to keep in
mind; first, the set of tasks associated with a CH (such
as data aggregation and forwarding) that entail a higher
energy consumption than that associated with non-CH nodes.
Second, the asymmetric behavior in the end-to-end transfer
delay as can be seen in both figures, Figs. 23.5 and 23.6.
Both drawbacks can be partially alleviated by some common
solutions, such as direct transmission to the sink and also
with the regular rotation of the role of CHs [14].

23.8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have develop a Markovian model to evaluate
the end-to-end transfer delay in two tier WSN. The model
capture the energy hole problem suffered by CHs close to
the sink. In a near future, we are planning several actions,
some of them are already in progress. First is to consider
that clusters near to the sink are smaller in size than clusters
far from the sink [13]. The size of the cluster impacts in
the contention protocol to manage the local traffic; therefore
a comparative analysis between several solution will be
addressed for several contention protocol. Second, in order
to avoid that CHs close to the sink carry all the traffic
coming from outer ring, to face with the analytical models
about direct transmission instead of hop-by-hop transmission
(also some hybrid solutions) as has been pointed out in
[14].
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